“Elite” 50KT
Fruit & Vegetable Washer

Advanced Patented Washing System

Congratulations on your purchase of the O3 Pure “Elite” 50KT
Fruit and Vegetable Washer! It is one of the most advanced
fruit and vegetable washer on the market. The O3 Pure “Elite”
provides consumers with the satisfaction of eating great
tasting, safe, healthy fruits and vegetables. We are confident
the “Elite” we be one of you most used kitchen appliances.

For years we have been told that fruits and vegetables are
good for us as they provide nutrients and vitamins necessary
for our bodies. As a society we have washed our fruits and
vegetables with the chlorinated water that comes from our
faucets believing we are protecting our families from
pesticides

and

foodborne

contaminants.

Furthermore,

research studies have indicated that chlorine is limited in its
ability to wash contaminants from fruit and vegetable
surfaces.
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“Contaminated Fruits & Vegetables”
The number of produce-associated foodborne disease
outbreaks and the number of cases of illness due to
food pathogens have significantly increased in recent
years (Tauxe et al.1997).
Fruits and vegetables are also susceptible to
contaminants, capable of causing human diseases
while still on the plant, in the orchards, during
harvesting, transport, processing, distribution, or even
in the home.
O3 Pure Fruit & Vegetable Washer
The advanced patented revolutionary O3 Pure “Elite”
50KT Fruit and Vegetable Washer utilizes the proven
technology of O3 (ozone). The superior design assists
the O3 bubbles to wash contaminants from fruits,
vegetables, sea food, poultry and other meats. Positives
benefits include:








Restores flavour and taste
Extends food life
Preserves freshness
Saves time
User friendly
Visually appealing
Low power consumption
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Ozone is natural
Ozone is a naturally occurring trace element in the
atmosphere and is produced during lightning storms
(high voltage passing through the air). When a molecule
of oxygen is bound via oxidation to a third oxygen atom,
it becomes ozone. The O3 Pure Fruit & Vegetable
Washer utilizes this same principal to produce ozone,
but in a safe controlled environment.
“Safety Assurance for Use with Food”
FDA-Ozone Regulatory
Status FDA/CFSAN- June
26, 2001
“The FDA amends the food additive regulations to
provide for the safe use of ozone in gaseous and
aqueous phase an anti-microbial agent on food,
including meat and poultry.” Final Rule published in
Federal Register (21 CFR Part 173, Docket No. OOF1482)
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Before Using
Please take the time to familiarize yourself with the unit, the
diagram below will help. A vegetable grate is inside the unit.

General Safety Information
 Do not insert or remove power cord with wet hands
 Do not cover when in use
 Keep away from heat
 Periodically with the unit turned off, wipe with a
damp cloth
 Cleaning products and moisture will damage the unit
and void the warranty
 Do not let children operate the washer unattended
 Disconnect for power source when not in use
 Always store in a dry place
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Directions for Use
1. Place the washer on a flat counter or table; ensure
the power cord can reach the power source.

2. Open the lid and place it on the counter or table.

3. Place prepared fruits or vegetables into the bowl
(Separate large leaf vegetables and rinse visible dirt
from the vegetable before placing into the bowl).
Make sure produce is under the fill line. Place grate
over products being washed.

4. Fill the washer with cold water up to the fill line shown
on the bowl. Do not over fill the unit.

5. Replace lid and shift drain lever to close holes.
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6. Plug in the washer. Turn unit on by pressing the
power button and set timer to desired timed wash
cycle by pressing the timer button. Time is
adjustable from 1 minute to 15 minutes. The unit will
automatically

stop

when

washing

cycle

is

completed.

7. Turn the drain lever to open the holes after
washing. Take the bowl together with the lid and
drain out the water. Open the lid, remove grate and
take out fruits and vegetables. (sea food, fish and
meats should be rinsed with fresh water).

8.

Unplug the washer, clean the bowl if necessary.
Wipe off residual water with a dishcloth or paper
towel. Place grate back into the bowl, grate and lid
back onto the unit and store in a clean dry place.
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Specifications
Model:
Rating Voltage:
O3 Density:
Capacity:
Power:
Weight:
Warranty

Elite 50 KT
110v/60Hz
50mg/hour
6L
10w
4.85 lbs. (2.2kg)
1 year limited
Warranty

The O3 Pure Elite 50 KT Fruit & Vegetable Washer comes
with a one-year limited manufactures warranty from the
date of purchase.
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O3 Pure is a Division of Pure Energy LLC
Mailing Address:
Pure Energy LLC/
O3 Pure Division
8100A Main Street
Garrettsville, OH
44231
www.o3pure.com

